Abstract. The area of alert fusion for strengthening information assurance in systems is a promising research area that has recently begun to attract attention. Increased demands for "more trustworthy" systems and the fact that a single sensor cannot detect all types of misuse/anomalies have prompted most modern information systems deployed in distributed environments to employ multiple, diverse sensors. Therefore, the outputs of the sensors must be fused in an effective and intelligent manner in order to provide an overall view of the status of such systems. A unified architecture for intelligent alert fusion will essentially combine alert prioritization, alert clustering and alert correlation. In this paper, we address the alert correlation aspect of sensor data fusion in distributed environments. A causal knowledge based inference technique with fuzzy cognitive modeling is used to correlate alerts by discovering causal relationships in alert data.
Introduction
Research in IDS improvement has taken on new challenges in the last few years. One such contemporary and promising approach in this area is alert fusion in a multisensor environment. Increased demands for "more trustworthy" systems and the fact that a single sensor cannot detect all types of misuse/anomalies have prompted most modern information systems deployed in distributed environments to employ multiple, diverse sensors. Therefore, the outputs of the sensors must be fused in an effective and intelligent manner to provide an overall view of the status of the system. Alert fusion, alert aggregation, alert clustering, alert correlation -all serve the same primary purpose -i.e., to provide some form of high level analysis and reasoning capabilities beyond low level sensor abilities. We refer to alert fusion as the process of interpretation, combination and analysis of alerts to determine and provide a quantitative value for the system such that the value is representative of the degree of concern in the system. In a distributed environment, characterized by physically (and maybe geographically too) dispersed but networked systems, sensors are used to monitor security violations in the protected network. In such environment, fusion of sensor reported alerts is necessary for: − Alert Clustering: To find structural relationships in data by grouping/aggregating alerts with common features. Alert clustering can aid in alert reduction and discovery of general attack patterns. − Alert Correlation: To find causal relationships in data by associating alerts, which are parts of linked chains of events. Alert correlation can help to identify multistaged attacks and to reduce alert volume.
In this paper, we address the alert correlation aspect of sensor data fusion for distributed environments. Here we illustrate the use of a causal knowledge-based inference technique with Fuzzy Cognitive Modeling to discover causal relationships in sensor data. The following sections will outline the research, provide necessary background information, describe the technique we use in alert correlation, report on experimental results on a benchmark dataset and lastly conclude.
Related Work
Research in the area of alert fusion/alert aggregation/alert clustering/alert correlation has emerged in last few years and primarily concerns information modeling and high level reasoning. Among them, the ones that are relevant to our work are the following.
Julisch introduces attribute generalization in alarm (i.e., alert) clustering as a method to support root cause discovery [3] . This work outlines a semi-automatic approach for reducing false positives in alarms by identifying the root causes with clustering of alerts by abstraction and then eliminating the root causes to reduce alarm overload. Ning et al. proposes an alert correlation model based on prerequisites and consequences of intrusion [8] . With knowledge of prerequisites and consequences, the correlation model can correlate related alerts by matching the consequences of previous alerts with prerequisites of later ones and then hyper alert correlation graphs are used to represent the alerts. In the prerequisite-consequence model, the authors conduct reasoning with predicate logic where predicates are used as basic constructs to represent the prerequisites and consequences of attacks. This approach requires extensive modeling of attacks in terms of specifying prerequisite and consequence of each alert type in the sensor report. Yu and Frincke propose a model for Alert Correlation and Understanding (ACU) based on Hidden Colored Petri-Nets (HPCN) [13] . HPCNs model agents, resources, actions, and functions of a system with transition and observation probabilities. To perform correlation, a model based on prerequisites and consequences is generated using domain knowledge. Training of model is required to best fit the model parameters. Qin and Lee generate high level aggregated alerts from low level sensor data and then conduct causal analysis based on a statistical technique, known as the Granger Causality Test, to discover new patterns of attack relationships [10] . Although this approach does not require apriori knowledge of attacks behavior, it still requires some human intervention in background alert identification used in the statistical technique employed.
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) originated from the combination and synergism of fuzzy logic and neural networks. Researchers have used FCMs for many tasks in several different domains. Use of FCMs was first reported in [11] for fusing alert information in a multi-sensor intrusion detection environment to assess network health. Fuzzy Intrusion Recognition Engine, a network based IDS, also use FCMs in detecting attacks from features extracted from network traffic [12] . The work that we present in this paper differs from our previous work [11] primarily in the focus of the research, which is discovery of causal relationships between alerts rather than structural relationships and in the use of abstract FCM models to address issues of scalability and uncertainly.
A Cognitive Model for Alert Correlation with FCMs
The principal objective of our intelligent alert fusion model is to provide an overall condensed view of the distributed system by assessing the health of the primary resources in the network, which are essentially the computing nodes/hosts in the network. Therefore, our fusion model is resource-centric, i.e., analysis is centered upon the resources in the system in terms of the communication involving them. A resource-centric view inherently reduces alert volume by: − presenting an overall picture of the compromised resources to the security administrator instead of alerts; − not having to take account of information out of the scope of resource perimeter.
For any environment where performance heavily depends on system resources, such a view only seems natural.
A cognitive model is a "generalization over repeated experience" where knowledge -acquired through perception and experience -is organized into mental structures. One such cognitive modeling and inferencing technique uses Fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) that allows us to represent our perception of the real world in a structured way. We are using fuzzy cognitive modeling to correlate alerts in sensor data because it offers a straightforward structural representation of causal knowledge and allows what-if kinds of reasoning for causal analysis of data. Proposed by Kosko, FCMs model the world as concepts and causal relations between concepts in a structured collection [4, 5, 6] . Concepts (nodes) in an FCM ( fig. 1 ) are events that originate in the system and whose values change over time. The causality links between concepts are represented by directed edges that denote how much one concept impacts the other(s). The concepts in the FCMs can be crisp or fuzzy. Concepts typically take values in the interval [0, 1] . In the simplest case, a concept is either on (1) or off (0). A concept can also be represented by a fuzzy set and can fire to some degree. The edges typically have values between 0 and 1 or -1 and 1. Edges can also be fuzzy, and in those cases we can use linguistic words such as "a little," "highly," "somewhat," to represent the edges. When the edges between concepts are fuzzy values, fuzzy set operators like Tnorms and T-conorms can be applied to the particular chain of concepts to infer the total effects of concepts in the chain. With the premise that every cause is bound to have an effect (whether high or low), our cognitive model views the alerts issued by the sensors as causes that have the potential to generate specific effects in systems. Different alerts in sensor report pertain to different actions of attackers with different objectives. The effects generated can potentially be coupled together in a causal chain to reveal the possible correlations between the alerts initiating them.
In this respect, our fusion model recognizes two kinds of events in systems: − Cause Events (CEvent): This type of event is generated as a result of alerts seen in the sensor reports and corresponds to possible actions taken by the attacker to achieve some goal.
− Effect Events (EEvent):
This type of event is generated as a result of activation of cause events and corresponds to specific security incidents in the system. Effect events can in turn act as cause events to further produce some other effect events (i.e., incidents).
To illustrate the use of such cognitive modeling for alert correlation, a common attack such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is examined. Suppose, a DDoS attack is to be launched using a known vulnerability of the sadmind service in Solaris systems. In this case, the following steps are usually carried out by an intruder [7] : − Conduct IPSweep from a remote site to find out existence of hosts; − Probe the hosts looking for sadmind daemon running on Solaris hosts; − Break into host(s) using the sadmind vulnerability; − Install Trojan mstream DDoS software on some host(s); and − Launch the DDoS. Fig. 2 is an FCM that models the scenario described above for the DDoS attack using cause and effect types of events (the EEvents shown here are similar to the consequences of hyper alert types as in [8] ). The FCM in this figure denotes that an IPSweep alert in the sensor report will generate an IPSweep CEvent, from which HostExits EEvent can be inferred. Later, when the SadmindPing CEvent is generated from the alert report, the fusion model can associate this with a previously generated HostExits EEvent and the combination of both will generate a new EEvent VulnerableToSadmind. All alerts contributing to CEvents of a particular FCM model can be correlated as part of the attack scenario depicted by the FCM model.
But, problems with such specific/exact knowledge modeling are that: − it does not scale well; and − it does not work well when there are deviations in data (due to heterogeneous sources) or incomplete data (due to incomplete/imperfect source coverage).
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Therefore, in order to address these issues and make FCM models more applicable to real world situations, our fusion model employs abstract or more generalized cognitive models such that: − a particular model can accommodate variations of similar knowledge/evidence; and − inference can still take place with incomplete/varied information. For example, instead of generating specific CEvents like Sadmind AmslverifyOverflow ( fig. 2) , it abstracts alerts by using a generalization hierarchy such as in fig. 4 , to activate more generalized CEvents like AccessControlViolation 3) 
Specific Alerts
Different actions of an attacker targeted at a particular host activate different incidents for the host. The degree to which an incidence occurs depends not only on the report of the corresponding action taken by the attacker, but also on the existing risk of such an incidence taking place (Fig. 3) . For example, the EEvent SystemEnvironmentCorruption primarily depends on the sensor reporting of CEvent AccessControlViolation (alert impact 1 designated by FCM edge of +1.00). But this type of action is not always successful and therefore, sensor notification of this alert does not guarantee that such an incidence actually took place in reality. Our model deals with this uncertainty by taking additional information into account -which is the existing risk of such incidence happening for the particular resource in question. Fig.  3 shows the risk impact designated by FCM edge of +0.50 for the incident SystemEnvironmentCorruption. Note the difference in between alert and risk impact. This is because usually, we pay more attention on the report of the alert itself than on the existing risks. But, sometimes when alerts such as -rsh, Telnet XDisplay, ftp_put -are issued by sensors, which may or may not result from actual malicious activities, the existing risk (or possibility) of such incident occurring should impact the incident 1 The edge values used in the correlation model come from security experts' common sense judgment and experience. Note that edges represent how much a certain concept impact the other, on a scale of 0 to 1 or 0 to -1. Although these impact values are determined from expert knowledge and experience, once the values are initially set, their performance can be observed over time and their values can be tuned for optimal performance by the security administrator based on the empirical performance of the alerts generated. We have found that FCMs offer a highly flexible structure in this regard. A variety of both manual and automated techniques can potentially be used to fine-tune these parameters. The degree to which an incidence occurs for a particular resource designates its incidence strength. In order to compute incidence strengths and also to fuse the overall impact of the different incidents activated for each host, the resemblance between FCMs and neural networks is utilized [1] . In the neural network approach, the concepts of the FCMs are represented by neurons and the edges are represented by the weights of the connecting neurons. The incidents, treated as neurons, trigger activation of alert levels with different weights depicting causal relations between them. An adjacency matrix is used to list these cause and effect relationships between the FCM concepts. In an FCM, the runtime operation is observed by determining the value of the effect concept from the cause concepts and the connecting edge values. As incidents are activated for a resource, our model correlates the alerts that contribute in activating the incidents. Along with identifying the correlated alerts, our model also fuses the different incidence strengths of a particular resource to measure the degree of the incidence alert level (IAL) of the resource in the correlated alerts. Fig. 5 shows how the evidence of different incidents activated for a resource contribute to the IAL of the resource with different impacts. The degree of impact depends on the nature of the incidence and security policy. At any time, IAL of any particular resource collectively represent the effects of all the incidents activated for the resource at the time. Therefore in accordance with FCM inference [6] , the IAL of a resource R i at t n+1 time for each contributing incidents I k with impact e ki , can be represented as the following:
IAL can be considered a confidence score given by the fusion model to represent the degree of concern for a particular resource in its involvement in correlated incidents resulting from multi-staged attacks. It should be pointed out that with FCM modeling of system events, the presence of all predecessor events is not mandatory in a correlation scenario for inferring subsequent events. Alert correlation with abstract fuzzy cognitive modeling allows inference to progress with missing/incomplete alerts 
Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our alert correlation technique based on fuzzy cognitive modeling, we started out with experiments in a traditional distributed environment where our objective was to evaluate the alert fusion model's ability to correlate low level sensor alerts that are part of coordinated attacks.
We chose to use MIT Lincoln's Lab's DARPA 2000 Intrusion Detection Evaluation (IDEVAL) Scenario Specific Data Sets [7] for the experiments because it is a renowned benchmark dataset that contains simulated multi-staged attack scenarios in a protected environment. Use of this dataset also allows us to compare our experimental results to work by other researchers in this area. The dataset includes a series of attacks carried out over multiple network and audit sessions by an attacker who probes hosts, successfully breaks in some of them to prepare for and finally launch DDoS attacks against an off-site government website. In the DARPA 2000 dataset, there are three segments of a simulation network: a network inside an Air Force base, an internet outside an Air Force base and the demilitarized zone (DMZ) that connects the outside to inside [7] . Also, there are two attack scenarios: one that includes DDoS attacks carried out by a novice attacker (DDoS 1.0) who compromises three hosts individually and one that includes DDoS attacks carried out by a more sophisticated attacker (DDoS 2.0.2) who compromises one host and then fans out from it. The DARPA website provides a list of all the hosts in the three segments of the evaluation network [7] .
Since we are interested in the fusion of sensor data, we needed to work on sensor alert report generated on the Lincoln Lab dataset. Such a sensor alert report by RealSecure network sensor (Version 6.0) [2] , executed with Maximum Coverage Policy on the Lincoln Lab's datasets, has been made available by researchers at North Carolina State University as a part of the TIAA (A Toolkit for Intrusion Alert Analysis) project [9] . We used this sensor alert report in our experiments to evaluate the usefulness of our approach for alert correlation.
For our experiments, we used a similar abstraction hierarchy as shown in fig. 4 to generalize the alert types in the sensor alert report. The low level alerts reported by RealSecure were generalized to abstract categories with the help of attack signatures descriptions provided by ISS, Inc.'s X-Force database, a very comprehensive threats and vulnerabilities database (http://xforce.iss.net/). In addition, security experts were consulted for their valuable comments/suggestions on the generalization scheme.
As we ran our cognitive model on the DDoS 1.0 inside zone sensor alert report, we were able to correctly identify the three victim hosts (mill: 172.016.115.020, pascal: 172.016.112.050 and locke: 172.016.112.010), which the attacker compromised individually and then used to launch the DDoS attack. The graph in fig. 6 shows the DDoS attack scenario represented from the alerts correlated by our experiment. The graph shows four specific incidents identified by the model that represents four distinct phases of the attacks, which are as follows: -Probing activities were conducted to discover services running on in the hosts, which resulted in the incidence Discloser of Service (DSV). (Here the attacker probed the hosts with sadmind ping to detect which ones had the sadmind service running.) -Exploitation attacks were executed that resulted in the incidence System Environment Corruption (SEC). (Here the attacker used the vulnerability associated with the sadmind service to gain root access into the victim hosts.) -Remote-to-root activities were carried out that resulted in the incidence System Seizure (SSZ). (Here the attacker uploaded necessary files for installing mstream software on the compromised hosts via telnet and rsh.) -Attack tools were installed which resulted in the incidence System Distress (SDT).
(Here the attacker installed Trojan mstream DDoS software to carry out DDoS from the victim hosts.) According to DARPA documentation [7] , there are two additional phases in the coordinated attack and these were not reported by the FCM model. In DDoS 1.0, the attacker first conducted an IPSweep of the network from a remote site. Since the sensor RealSecure missed this alert, consequently our model was unable to analyze the corresponding alert data. Ning et al. report this same problem during their experiments with the DARPA data [8] . This highlights the fact that effectiveness of any high level analysis of sensor data is largely dependent on the quality of the sensor data itself. The final phase of the DDoS attack concerns launching of the Stream_DoS attack itself, which was also missed by the model. The reason is that our model is resource-centric and therefore, concentrates on communications to/from legitimate hosts in the network. Since this final DDoS attack was launched from a spoofed IP address and targeted a host outside of the network, our model did not consider the corresponding communication for analysis. However, it does not severely affect the alert situation awareness for the network because the critically significant System Distress incidence inherently places the concerned system under severe alert. Ning et al. conducted alert correlation and reported experimental results on the same datasets using hyper-alert correlation graphs [8] . The work we present here is primarily different from Ning et al.'s work in the technique used. In [8] , the authors refer to correctly correlated alerts as true alerts and report the following true alerts for the datasets: (1: 41, 2: 54, 3: 10, and 4: 3). Here we refrain from comparing our results to theirs because of the differences in the way we consider and count truth. For example, in counting causal relations in data we include alerts for telnet sessions that were initiated by an attacker in preparation for installing DDoS tools in the compromised hosts [7] . Every telnet session generated three alerts by RealSecure: Telnet Terminal Type (TTT), Telnet Env_All (TEA) and Telnet XDisplay (TXD). In the FCM model, TTT, TEA alerts are generalized to InformationLeakage CEvent, which does not generate any incidence that is part of a coordinated attack such as in fig. 3 . Since we generalize TXD to SuspiciousTransferActivity (because this alert denotes actual initiation of a remote session), our model is able to correlate this alert to be part of the attack scenario. Therefore, we count the number of causal relations as 44 (the same 41s reported by Ning et al. in [8] plus three more for one telnet session). We also include two of the telnet alerts (TTT and TEA) as missed alerts along with the one for Stream_DoS. For dataset 3, the number of missed alerts is five (four for two telnet sessions plus one more for Stream_DoS). As we consider the missed alerts as false negatives, Table 1 . shows that the TCRs we report are better for scenario one than for scenario two. Also, our model incorrectly correlates two alerts in dataset 1 which are the FTP_Syst and Email_Almail_Overflow alerts generated for host 172.016.113.148. In dataset 2, in addition to the same two false positives as in dataset 1, there is an additional one for UDP_Port_Scan alert for host 172.016.112.050. While correlation of these alerts is justifiable but since this is not mentioned in the DARPA documentation [7] , we count them as false positives.
A significant advantage of using alert correlation is reduction of alert volume such that the security administrator is not overwhelmed with a large volume of alert data. Table 1 . also shows the effectiveness of our approach in reducing alert volume in terms of correlated data (i.e., data that are part of multi-staged attacks).
The ultimate goal of the FCM model is to provide the security administrator with a condensed view of the system in terms of the resources that are affected in alert situations and also their involvement in such situations by reporting their incidents strengths and incidence alert levels. Therefore, our model also reports overall situation of the hosts that are under alert and not just in terms of the alerts themselves. Fig. 7 is a snapshot of the alert situation discovered for the compromised host mill (172.016.115.020) in the coordinated multi-staged attacks as captured in all four datasets. Here the x-axis shows the incident strengths of the incidents that were activated for this host and y-axis shows the underlying dataset the analysis is based upon. One can observe from fig. 7 how the existence of the intruder's action (that causes the incidence) and the existing risks (that give rise to possibility of incidence) jointly affect the strength of the incidence itself. For example, the SystemEnvironment Corruption (SEC) incidence for mill has a high strength of 0.94 for scenario one (dataset 1 & 2) and a moderate strength (0.673) for scenario two (dataset 3 & 4) . This is because for scenario two, the attacker used more sophisticated probing technique (DNS_HInfo), which was not reported by the network sensors and therefore, no preceding EEvents were generated for the host mill that had the potential to place mill under risk of SEC. Consequently, as mill was under no initial risk of SEC, the incidence SEC activated with lesser strength. Fig. 7 also shows the total incidence Table 2 . Incidence Assessment for Compromised Hosts alert levels for mill for each of the datasets. It is highest in dataset 1 (because of activation of almost all incidents in correlation chain) and lowest in dataset 4 (because of absence of most detrimental incidents, such as SystemDistress). Table 2 . denotes a list of the compromised hosts for all the datasets along with their incidence alert levels. The shaded rows show four hosts that we report as compromised but were not listed as compromised according to the DARPA documentation [7] . The attacker tried to compromise these hosts by exploiting the system vulnerabilities but the attempts were unsuccessful. Since the sensor cannot report on the success of these alerts, we justifiably correlate them. However absence of any further activity for these hosts result in low incidence alert level (25.4%) for them. With effective threshold schemes, it is possible to avoid these false positives (e.g., acceptable IAL level with threshold 33%).
In our experiments with the DARPA scenario specific dataset we were able to discover the multi-staged attack scenarios successfully, reduced the alert volume significantly and also reported extent of involvement of the compromised resources in the coordinated attacks. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we described the use of cognitive modeling of cause and effect relationships to correlate alerts in a distributed environment. We used scenario specific DARPA 2000 dataset for our experimentations as an initial effort to evaluate the effectiveness of our alert correlation model. The results show potential for this simple but effective approach in alert correlation and in incident assessment. The limitations of this approach include inability to deal with unknown alerts and mapping requirement of sensor alert types into generalization hierarchy. A misuse type sensor would miss unknown/unfamiliar attacks and since our knowledge base depends on the sensors' knowledge, so would we. Although our approach requires knowledge of attack behavior in terms of its impact, the use and encoding of this knowledge is straightforward. We have found FCMs to be particularly suitable in dynamic environment as they are flexible enough to capture adaptive nature of human knowledge. Currently, we are in the process of simultaneously generating multisensor data from the DARPA 2000 dataset to demonstrate usefulness of our approach in improving alert correlation by corroborating evidences in multi-sensor environment. Our ongoing research concentrates on developing a unified alert fusion model which will combine alert prioritization, alert clustering and alert correlation in a single framework and can be used to provide a security administrator with a better overall understanding of the health of the system resources. Also, we are developing a model that will be suitable for a high performance computing (HPC) cluster environment where assurance issues must not severely affect performance, which is the essence of HPC environment. In near future, we will experiment in the cluster environment with simulated cluster specific attacks.
